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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

CFD can simulate: single and multiphase, erosion, reservoir modelling, chemical reaction, heat and mass transfer…
CFD allows you to access parts and observe phenomenon that you would not be able to see in the lab.
CFD can save money, time and helps you to design better, because CFD can predict the results for any initial conditions
without carrying out several lab tests.
Although CFD can reduce the cost, it does not replace a lab test
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FloRegTM ICD; Velocities, pressure drops and erosion
Floreg ICD completion systems
provide a uniform inflow through a
wellbore. Early water breakthrough,
hot spots, are reduced by adjusting
the numbers of open ports.

Erosion
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FEA gives a greater understanding
of required expansion forces and
deformation resistance (whether
by hydraulic collapse or point
loading) on a fully slotted ESS
part.
Favourable comparisons between
existing, empirical, results and new
FEA analyses can be observed.

Outlet

In this example, CFD simulations
were
used
to
check
the
experimental
data:
three
configurations were studied: 4 ,2
and 1 open port for each case.
Three flow rates were applied:
50,100 and 150 Bpd. Based on CFD
results, the major pressure drop is
located in the port zone, moreover
the pressure drop predicted by CFD
matches with existing experimental
data

Expandable Sand Screen (ESS®) Expansion; Forces to Expand and Hyd.Collapse

This has allowed for rapid testing
of new ESS designs, saving
considerable time and expense

Section through the CFD
polyhedral volume mesh for
the FloReg ICD

Short length of expanded ESS
Graphs from rapid testing
of new ESS designs

Well Application Screening Tool; Vertical / Horizontal / Inclined wellbore
For new ESS designs, fully slotted
systems are analysed, but for rapid
screening of well applications an
equivalent pipe had to be developed.
This non-slotted plain pipe was given the
same material properties as the gross
behaviour of a fully slotted and expanded
system.

The complexity of the mesh in a
fully slotted ESS system

WWS Erosion; Prediction
Material curves, expanded ESS
and Equivalent plain pipe

Erosion

Test piece

Inclined wellbore crossing a shale/sandstone interface

The number of elements in the equivalent
ESS system reduced by an order of
magnitude.
This now allowed for rapid analysis of
vertical, horizontal and inclined wellbore
systems. It also gave the chance to
investigate, in an inclined wellbore, a
shale/sandstone interface.

Underground Gas Storage (UGS); Cyclic Loading on a Rock Mass / ESS withstanding collapse forces

Velocity – flow passing through
restriction (casing perforation),
shroud and basepipe

Velocity – flow passing through Maxflo®
Shroud “image” can clearly be seen

Velocity profile

Erosion prediction for wires and velocity profile

CFD surface mesh for wires

Using the equivalent plain pipe,
FEA quickly provides answers to
how ESS behaves under a cycling
load, such as the situation for an
injection/withdrawal scenario in a
UGS. UGS can typically be salt
caverns or depleted gas/oil
reservoirs.
Varying reservoir material models
can be applied, depending on data
received. If the deformation of the
ESS is within acceptable limits, for
the given material, confidence can
be assured for reliable sand
control over the feasible life of the
UGS well.

Erosion rate prediction

Velocity profile

Wellbore deformation
in an artificially
weak material

Model set-up for a horizontal wellbore and
showing equivalent stresses

Salt cavern

Depleted reservoir

Two typical UGS scenarios

Wellbore displacement as cycling load is applied

